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u o K N I V E
Suffolk University's celebration of its 100th annivesary
began September 21 , 2006 with a year-long series of
events reflecting on the University's history and looking
ahead to a new century of innovation and opportunity.
While the University has grown from a local institu-
tion focused on the study of law to a global University
educating students in the arts and sciences, busi-
ness, and law it has remained true to its values of
diversity, social responsibility, excellence, and caring.
We hope this year's Centennial edition of The Beacon
Yearbook gives a briefglimpse into the Suffolk events, pro-




Through a series of events over a
two week period of time Unity Week
2007 helped us showcase and high-
light the diversity of our urban campus.
Close to 75 students took part in
event called Faces of Suffolk. Over a
three day period students of various
races, color, national origin religion,
sex, age and more were photographed
as individuals and in small groups.
The purpose of the photos were to
create a photo display showcasing
the diversity within our student body.
The exhibit was hung in the Dona-
hue and Sawyer Lounges as well in
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Congratulations and best wishes to the Class of 2007. You are a distinctive group, not only because you have worked so diligently at
Suffolk University but because, as the Centennial graduating class, you form the bridge between the University's past and future.
Today you stand ready to use the knowledge gained here to launch your career or pursue a higher academic degree, and the University
takes great pride in knowing that we have led you to this critical step on the road to your future. It has been an honor for every member
of the University community to play a part in your journey of intellectual discovery.
The faculty who have encouraged you in your scholarship and the staff and administrators who have provided support have high
expectations for you. We have given you the gift of access to excellence in higher education and you have studied in an atmosphere that
recognizes and celebrates diversity. Now it's up to you to apply what you have learned here as you become a contributing member of a
global society. We hope that you will continue to sow the seeds of mutual understanding long after you have received your diplomas.
In graduating from Suffolk University, you become one of more than 51 ,000 active University alumni. These men and women are leaders
in education, law, business, the sciences, public service and the arts. We foresee new leaders rising from the Class of 2007 to join them
and we look forward to seeing your accomplishments, both professionally and in the spheres of family, friendship and community.
The University, too, grows and changes. During your time here the University set records for the geographic diversity of incoming
students from around the world. We expanded our program offerings and improved our facilities. Some of you were the first students to
live in the Nathan Miller Residence Hall. Undoubtedly you all studied in the new Mildred Sawyer Library as well as new classrooms. And
we continuously work to find creative ways to use technology for the good of our students.
This year has been one of celebration as we mark a great milestone in our evolution. Yet in reflecting on our first 100 years, we see
that the foundation of a Suffolk education stands firm. We continue to maintain the small classes and personal attention that are our
hallmarks. Each faculty member, administrator and staff person cares about students and, as a community, we all care about promoting
a society in which every individual has a chance to succeed.
We hope you will maintain an interest in your University in the years to come. Much has been demanded of you during your time as
students, but we're not ready to let you go entirely. I ask that you form a continuing relationship with the Suffolk University family so that
/ou may play a role in the lives of future students. If you benefited from a contact with an alumni mentor, found an internship with the
Help of a Suffolk graduate, or benefited from an alumni scholarship, you already know the value of the Suffolk University network. As you
r
ealize the fruits of your education, please think about giving back to Suffolk through gifts of time, talent, counsel, expertise and financial
r
esources.
You have been an exceptional group of students and your continued support is essential to our mission of providing access and





Suffolk University's Class of 2007, and their families and friends, gathered at the Long Wharf Marriott on
Saturday, May 19th for the first ever Senior Brunch. This tradition began as a breakfast that took place in
the hours before Commencement. However, because of the Centennial celebration this year, it was decided
that the brunch on the day before Commencement would provide the perfect setting to officially induct the
Class of 2007 into the Alumni Association.
With the Boston Harbor creating the perfect backdrop to celebrate the impending Commencement, over
500 Seniors and their families gathered in the Grand Ballroom on the lower level of the hotel. Warm words
were shared by Ellen Solomita, Executive Director of the Alumni Association, Elaine O'Sullivan, President of
the Sawyer Business School Alumni Board of Directors, Max Koskoff, President of the Student Government
Association and John Silveria, Assistant Dean of Students. The Alumni Association Induction Oath was given
by Barbara-Ann Boehler, President of the College of Arts and Sciences Alumni Board of Directors, and the
champagne toast was given by Alyssa Lemenager, President of the Class of 2007.
In honor of the seniors, Parents and
other family members attended to show
their support and pride of their children's
accomplishments
Anthony Guardia enjoys the brunch with
his family and friends at the Long Wharf
Marriot
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The senior week planning committee
gathered at the entrance for a photo
Members of the senior class capture
memorable moments during this event
After the honarary toast, parents posed
with their children before breakfast was
served
Alyssa Lemenager, President of the class
of 2007 gives a toast to all the seniors and




NBA champion, civil rights advocate, and author Bill Russell advised 1,672 graduating students to go out and help
create a civil society in his commencement address on Sunday, May 20, 2007, at the TD Banknorth Garden.
Suffolk University's Centennial Commencement brought together students from the Law School, College ofArts and
Sciences, and Sawyer Business School.
Russell told the graduates: "Kindness is an act of strength ... and a society that is kind is a civil society.
"I have as much regard for Suffolk University as I have for any school on the planet, because this school, not only
gave you lessons, but tried to impart a philosophy, a philosophy on how to be a good citizen. Now, your work is just
beginning. And again, I repeat to you, do not be afraid.
"I also ask you to take the responsibility of trying to make this society all that it can be. And each of you are one of
the instruments of change. And so I thank you for being here today, because it makes me think that some of the things
that we have done in the past have made this possible. ..."
The following honorary degrees were awarded: Bill Russell, Doctor of Humane Letters, Attorney John J. Gardner,
'JD 3 1 , Charmoy, Stolzberg & Holian, LLP, Doctor of Laws, Margot Stern Strom, president and executive director of
Facing History and Ourselves, Doctor ofHumane Letters and The Hon. Peter T. Zarella, JD '75, justice ofthe Supreme
Court of Connecticut, Doctor of Laws.
K3
Students pose prior to the ceremony for
a memorable photo at the Centennial
Commencement exercises
Veronica Carlino, undergraduate
speaker from the College of Arts and
Science, addresses the crowd with her
commencement speech at the TD Bank
North Garden
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Commencement Speaker Bill Russell
receives his honorary degree from
President Sargent and Trustee Nicholas
Macaronis
A graduating senior reads through the
program prior to the ceremony
Though the ceremony may have been
long for some, it was a life changing
moment for all
Craig Hanlan proudly stands and smiles
for a photo while holding his degree
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Bobbie Shea and Jen Bagley make last
minute preparations before heading into
the auditorium
Max Koskoff, president of the Student
Government Association and Alyssa
Lemenager, speaker of the class of 2007
pose inside the TD Bank North Garden
Peter Marsh and his fellow graduates
wave to their parents as the ceremony
comes to a close
Gianna Norman poses with her friend
after the ceremony
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Daniel Vaquerano, Tony Ortiz, Michelle
Quinonnes and their classmates get
together for one last photo before
graduating
Astudent smiles and points as he walks off
the stage after receiving his degree
Jade Jump waves at the audience
and proudly smiles at all she has
accomplished
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All of the graduating seniors accepted
their degrees with smiles on their faces
and appreciation in their hearts
Although preparation for the ceremony
was tedious, all graduating seniors were
filled with excitement
Hilary Hulling stands with a friend before Nina Leuzzi points to the stage while
the procession begins to mark the end of her friend Kayla Lathrop watches in
their undergraduate careers amusement
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While waiting for the services to begin,
students took the time to pose for photos
and reconnect with classmates
Family members call in at last minute to
wish graduates luck before filing in
PaulAdams (front left) smiles for this photo
as he and his fellow classmates wait in line
to march into the assembly
Hand raised in victory, a student takes
a moment for a picture capturing this
monumental occasion
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Messages from the SGA President
and Class Speaker
Dear Class of 2007,
Writing this note to you is very bittersweet. I am excited to
congratulate you for all of your accomplishments and endeavors
at Suffolk University, yet sentimental that this marks the end of
our journey together. It has been an honor to represent such a
unique class and to share in the memories that we've had over
the past four years; and what wonderful memories they are.
I hope that you all have cherished the time we have spent at
Suffolk University as much as I have. Through this yearbook you
can see the growth, maturity, accomplishment and pride that we
have all gained through the college experience. I cannot think
of a better group of people to have shared this journey with. I




Speaker of the Class of 2007
After giving her insightful and gratifying
speech, Alyssa Lemenager, speaker for
the class of '07, gives a toast to all her
graduating classmates
A group of seniors consisting of Alyssa
Lemenager, Joe Wolk, Tony Ortiz,
Jeremy Shepard and others pose for an
unforgettable photo
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Dear Graduating Class of 2007,
The past four years have been some of the most amazing in my life, and I owe it to
the actions of this community. We are ending a common thread of four plus years
being together, supporting one another through highs and lows. We have seen
history unfold in front of our very eyes. On a high note, we saw the Patriots win two
Super Bowl championships, and an 86 Year old curse end with the Red Sox Winning
a World Series in 2004. On a low note we saw tragedy strike at a college campus in
West Virginia, which brought us, as college students across the country together to
mourn. When we came in to Suffolk in 2003, there was an underground library, now
we have a beautiful facility located at 73 Tremont St. We were the first class to use 10
Somerset, as a functional living space. Some of us sat front row, watching numerous
shows and events in an old C. Walsh Theater and even a Few in a newer one. We
also sat front row, in the world of politics have the Democratic National Convention in
Boston the summer of our freshman year. And a rally for an acceptance speech that
never came, in Copley Square.
We have helped craft school and state policy for the better. We have programmed
hundreds of events all across the school during our time here. However this is small
compared to receiving a great education in the greatest college city in the world, Boston!
The most important action though the class of 2007 has taken, has been providing
friendship and helping each other. We go out into the world prepared and ready to help
a global community. Are skills are useful and needed, and we will use them everyday.
We leave here knowing Suffolk has transformed each and everyone us in a different
way, and as a better person as that of when we entered.
Thank you for all of the opportunities that you have given me and your classmates.
I wish you luck in the future in all of your endeavors, and please remember never
let a moment go by without taking full advantage of it. Thank you for these amazing
four years, they have gone by way to fast, and I will miss each and every one of you.
Congratulations Class of 2007 on your Graduation from Suffolk University.
Congratulations & Sincerely,
Max Koskoff, Class of 2007






Bells pealed and students applauded as more than 400 Suffolk University
faculty and invited dignitaries in academic robes paraded through the
Boston Common on September 21 , 2006. They took their places under
a tent constructed on the Common for the Centennial Convocation, the
formal beginning ofthe yearlong celebration of Suffolk University's 1 00th
anniversary. Former President George H. W. Bush was the keynote
speaker while honorary degrees were given to several key members of
the community. As former President Bush moved the audeince with his
sense of humour, other speakers talked to the importance of a higher
education. Mayor Thomas Memino also made an appearance as the
Mayor of Boston. The Suffolk University Music Ensemble also played
various pieces to set the mood for such an extraordinary and uplifting
event. Hundreds of people who attended the event captured this moment
on film to not only commemorate the 1 00 years of Suffolk's existance, but
also to show their gratitude to
those who have made it such
an amazing and successful
institution.
President Sargent addresses the
standing room only crowd of faculty,
staff, students, family, alumni and
friends.
Student Activities & Service Learning Faculty members of the Sawyer Business School display
staff members Carolina Garcia and their banner as the make their way to the Convocation
Liz Tenaglia get together with a fellow site on the Boston Commone.






H.W. Bush with an
honorary degree during the
day's ceremony.
Faculty members gather
on the Boston Common
prior to the Convocation
ceremony while posing for a
photograph.
President Sargent enjoys the perfect weather on the
common as he leads the procession into the Convocation
ceremony.
Faculty members march
in unison to the site of the
Centennial Convocation
where they joined the Suffolk
community in celebrating 1 00
years as an institution.
Faculty members of the
Suffolk Law School proudly
display their law school
banner as they make their
way to through the Boston
Common.
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Kimberly June (guitar) & Adam Harington (cello) perform
"over You" an orginal song written by Kimberly as part of the
Centennial Student Showcase
Alexandria Taylor, Sabina Michel, Joanne St. Louis and
Hind Habbach, members of the Caribbean Student Network




Members of the Viatnamese
Student Association pose for
their fans before their Fashion
Show performance on the
Centennial stage
WSUB TV Club's general
manager, Gustave Cadet and
assistant general manager,
Jimmy Dietz made their
presence known at the fair
Centennial
Activities Fair
This year's Fall Student Activities Fair was hosted as part of Suffolk
University's highly anticipated Centennial Celebration on September
21st, 2006. For the first time in Suffolk history, the fair was moved out
of Temple Street and onto the Boston Common. Following convocation
student clubs and organizations, joined by campus departments, set
up tables and chairs around the Parkman Bandstand to highlight
opportunities for involvement.
Participants enjoyed cotton candy and kettle corn as they were greeted
by friendly faces and welcomed to the Suffolk community. On the
Parkman Bandstands, studentgroups including theVietnamese Student
Association, Ramifications, Suffolk Step Team, Dance Company,
Seriously Bent as well individual students also performed a variety of
comedic, musical and dance acts.
Program Council, the Performing Arts Office, and the Office of Student
Activities and Service Learning were instrumental in the planning
process that left many wondering if this could become an annual event
on the common.
Christina Watka of the Suffolk
Jazz Ensemle takes center
stage at the Centennial
Student Showcase
The Cape Verdean Student Students looking to get involoved around campus found
Associationmembers.Nuno plenty of opportunities at the fair
Monrod and Fena Fenelon
smile for the camera
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Centennial Celebration
The birthday celebration continued with the Temple Street Fair on the Common,
which featured student music, theater, and dance performances at the Parkman
Bandstand. Faces and Places of Suffolk, an exhibit of student photography, captured
the University's spirit. Author and actress Anna Deavere Smith gave a lecture, and
students and guests enjoyed receptions, exhibits and open houses throughout the
University.
The culmination of the day's festivities was a birthday cake cutting and concert
in Pemberton Square. Suffolk's Ramifications acappella group made its second
appearance of the day, having wowed the Convocation crowd. Local Boston band
Averi entertained the crowd allowing many to kick-off their shoes and dance the
night away. The Centennial Celebration kickoff attracted more than 5,000 people,
Ramifications singer Lisa Cronin Suffolk students gather together during the celebration
entertains the crowd as she performs that "only comes around every 100 years." Faculty, staff
during the evenings festivities and students all enjoyed the evening of celebration as the
University celebrated its Centennial.
Members of the Ramifications Acappela group take a moment
before their performance to have a photo taken. The Rams
opened the evenings musical performance to a packed house
on Pemberton Square
Students gather on Pemberton Square to enjoy the evenings
events including music, dancing, food and a cake cutting
ceremony
Kristina Bakas and friend pose
for the camera as while student
participants enjoy themselves in
the background
President Sargant overlooks an





M Back Row: Marco Luthey, Casey Dinneen, Katie Martin
Third Row: Marc Krupsky, Gwyneth Chaffin, Brian LeFort, Jordan Nye, Jeff Umbro,
Blake Webber, Anthony Gesualdi
Second Row: Joe Wolk, Adam Harrington, Jared Cain, Shawn Collins
Front Row: John Silveria (Advisor), Cordelia Pisacane, Max Koskoff, Jason Mancuso
Erica Welch, Francisco Peguero.







Back Row: Brian Martineau, Mike Conte, Clarence Flanders, Carlye Crosby, Chris
Chartier, John Callaio, Anthony Merola
Second Row: Molly Herman, Megan Costello, Crystal Grant, Allison Stinson (advisor),
Melissa Nadow




Back Row: Stanley, Antonio Lobo, Peter Brandao, Shaffer Pierre
Second Row: Michelle Quinones, Stephanie Tavarez, Tanya Benjamin, Sasha Peralta,
Chrisana Walsh, Erica Welch, Chantha Toeum, Alexandria Taylor, Yvrantz Celestin,
Melissa Charles, Olivia DeJesus, Tanya Valentin, Morjieta Derisier







Back Row: Mike Scarano, Richard Doria, Jonathan Gonzalez, Olivia DeJesus, Amanda
Pirado, Stephanie Tavarez, Jane Noble, Juan Jimenez
Second Row: Francisco Peguero, Marvin Balan, Sasha Peralta, Derek Vargas
Front Row: Katiuska Cruz
Back Row: Bailing Sun, Kei Goshima
Front Row: Michael Hajjar, Lyka Asamizu, Masatada Abe, Sung Chan Lee
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z °
Back Row: Anthony Bababekov, Randy Thay, Matheus DePaula-Santos
Second Row: Thoa Bui, Sherry Chu, Chantha Toeum, Jennifer Ung, Callie Ear






Jeff Umbro, Ethan Silvers, Kristin Diamond, Erica Feather, Anthony Guardia, Chris
Dwelley, Blacke Webber, Corey LaBonte, Professor Emeritas Fran Burke, Jimmy
Quinn, Gary Spetseris
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0^ Back Row: Matt Thompson, Jerry Glass, Bobby Shey, Jimmy Dietz
Front Row: Jen Bagley, Ryan Connolly, Taylor Connelly, Gustave Cadet




Back Row: Kevin Du, Andy Ellison, Christian O'Neil, Bridget Walsh,
Julie Anne Kennedy
Front Row: Hillary Waldron, Krystle Vermes, Kristina Prosniewski, Emily Holden
<
Back Row: Ashley Young, Erin Stevens, Kelly Sheridan, Katiuska Cruz
Front Row: Danielle Davini, Danielle DiRuzza, Jenna Rudd, and Rachel Betlinski
Back Row: Charles Altuzarra, Ryan Connolly, Eric LePre, Ryan Burns, Pedro Armany,
Kyle Tavares, Bryan Daly
Front Row: Noelle Sevoian, Amy Trefry, Brittany Wynne, Lisa Cronin, Audrey Mardovich
Back Row: Nick Mandela, Nick Wilson, Trevor Livingston, Tony Passafiume,
Julia Gustafson
Front Row: Mitch Manning, Kelly Dooley, Brittany Wynne, Tim Enright
O
Back Row: Kathleen Stanley, Samantha Millen, Jessica Brewer, Courtney Halas, An-
drea Griffin
Second Row: Brittany Ferreri,Valerie Van Gerven, Evelyn Pantos, Corey Bencivenga,
Christina Bock
Front Row: Alyssa Lemenager, Haley McLane, Angela Bonnici, Kristen Santoro
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Q Back Row: Jimmy Squillacioti, Colin Hutchings
Second Row: Natalie Cerrone, Allison Paternoster, Cassie Kraus, Maris Schweitzer,
Katie Martin
Front Row: Lucia Changkuon, Lexi Powell, Joelle Corey, Melissa Demir,





After taking a short walk,
Suffolk faculty, staff and
students arrived at the State
House. Each participant held
onto a pink Balloon which
represent the number of
women diagnosed with Breast
Cancer this year
Associate Director of Athletics
Carey McConnell addresses
the crowd as to the importance
of the event, the walk and
each individuals effort.
Suffolk athletes hold the President Sargent addresses
Suffolk University banner the faculty, staff and students
as a back drop for the days that participated in the





The end of President Sargent's
speech marked the beginning
of the annual ceremony of
releasing the balloons
A crowd of all ages joined
together during activities
period on this beautiful fall day
to listen to speeches made
by fellow administrators and
President Sargent
For Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, a group of Suffolk faculty,
staff and students walked up to the
State House, each holding pink
balloons, which represented the
number of women who had been
diagnose with Breast Cancer in
Massachusetts in 2006.
President Sargent addressed
the crowd in front of the State
House on Beacon Street. Faculty,
staff and students held over one
hundred pink balloons, all of which
were released after the speech to
kick off Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.
The annual event was co-
sponsored by S.O.U.L.S.
Community Service Center,
Health Services and the Athletics
Department, all of which took part




the crowd with his cello while
Kimberly June plays the guitar
and sings "Over You"
Amy Strong points to the
audience while singing her
song "Taking Back Your Mink"
The Fall Fest company,
composed of Brian Liberge,
April Duquette, Tina Bock,
Tony Ortiz and others perform
their piece "Anything Goes"
Meredith Jones, Susie
Gabumpa and April Duquette








April Duquette, Brian Liberge
and Michelle Mandino are
arm in arm, while engaging
the audeince during "Razzle
Dazzle"
The Fall Fest Company,
comprised of Nick Black, Tina
Bock, and others, dominate
the stage with their shining
number "Let the Sunshine In"
Fall Fest is Suffolk's annual show.
It combines music, dance, and
special talents for an amazing
evening of entertainment. An
ensemble cast performs a variety
of numbers. Independent acts
made up of individual students
and groups perform a diverse
array of music forms, dance, and
unique talents.
This year's theme focused
on Suffolk's own Centennial
Celebration, visiting pieces of
the school's past along with
performances of influential and
pivotal musical numbers from that
decade, spanning the last 100
years.
This show also marked
the first performance in the newly
renovated C. Walsh Theatre.
Independent group acts included
the Dance Company with a
choreographed routine to Imogen
Heap's "Hide and Seek", an
original musical piece by Kimberly
June and Adam Harrington. A
unique Fashion Show was also
put on by the Vietnamese Student
Association. All who participated
in the performance celebrated the
school's success and paved the
way for the bright future that lies
ahead for many years to come.
Annual dinner at the New
England Aquarium where





Mark Krupsky sits with mom
and dad at the annual family
weekend dinner
Standing at the entrance of
the Aquarium, new freshmen






A first year student enjoys
his trip to the aquarium after
having seen over a hundred
different species of fish
A Suffolk student sits down
with her family members at the
aquarium dinner sponsored
by Suffolk University
Awaiting their meal, a new
Suffolk Freshman and her
father take the time to smile
for the camera
Suffolk University's twelfth annual
Family Weekend took place from
Friday, October 1 3through Sunday,
October 15, 2006. Approximately
200 families of Suffolk students
came to campus and participated
in a weekend full of events.
The Fall Fest variety show themed
FallFest2006:CelebratingSuffolk's
Centennial was a fantastic way to
inaugurate the newly renovated C.
Walsh Theatre. Approximately 900
people attended one of the three
shows that took place throughout
the weekend.
About 250 attendees enjoyed a
wonderful evening at the New
England Aquarium with dinner,
music, and IMAX movies while
immersed in the world of water,
surrounded by exotic and unusual
aquatic animals. Many tour
options were available throughout
the weekend including Duck Tours,
historic walking tours of Boston,
and the special director's tour of
the newly renovated library. The
weekend was a wonderful way
for families to connect with their
Suffolk students, and to explore
campus and the surrounding
area.
Ken Fonzi (George) and
Christina Watka who plays
Alexis dazzle the audience
with their performance of "Full
Circle"
Greer Rooney (Ensemble)
laughs while Gustav Cadet
(Ensemble) ponders toward
the sky during their roles in





addresses the audeince during
her performance of "How to
Kill a Robot"
Kenney (Flora) holds The Theatre Department kicked-
onto a bundled baby off the school year in the Studio
"27 Wagons Full of Theatre with its September
Showcase that ran September 14-
17. The showcase highlighted the
writing, directing, and artistic vision
of advanced students. Productions
this year included 27 Wagons Full
of Cotton, written by Tennessee
Williams and Directed by Jonathan
Orsini ('07) and How to Kill a Robot
written by Theodore Goodell ('07)
and directed by David Foley ('07).
The Theatre Department's Family
Weekend One-Act Play Festival
took place October 12-15, 2006 in
the Studio Theatre.
Candide, or Optimism took
place November 16-19, 2006 in
the C. Walsh Theatre. After a
year of renovations, the Theatre
Department opened the C. Walsh
Theatre with Voltaire's classic
satire reinterpreted for the stage,
and introduced visiting director Peg
Denithorne to Suffolk! Candide,
or Optimism was adapted by Len
Jenkin from the book by Francois
Greer Rooney Sister Mary) . -.
lectures Tommy Rooney who Marie Arouet Voltaire and directed
plays the character of Thomas by Peg Denithorne
in "Sister Mary Ignatius
Explains it All for You"
wv9
Dean O'Neill and his students
pose for a photo to remember
their successful networking
Bryan Parker and friend take




David Demaria and his
business school classmates
pose for the camera during the
BSBA networking event held
at the Omni Parker House
Joey Susmeyer and Patrick
Kelly smile as they acquiant
themselves with various







John Mitchell smile at the
camera during desert at the
Networking event
Patchaya Otarawanna, Ester
Alias, Bailing Sun and friends
huddle together for a group
photo
Sarah Allen, Brenda Lee
and Holly Paira dressed to
impress during the business
networking event
Business students, decked out
in suits and dresses and with
resumes in hand, took to the
ballroom on the top floor of the
Omni Parker House Hotel. The
occasion? The first BSBA Alumni/
Student Networking Event.
Planned by the Suffolk University
business clubs, in association
with the Sawyer administration-
the Student Activities Office, and
the Alumni Relations Office~the
networking event was designed
to give current Suffolk business
students a chance to meet alumni,
opening up opportunities for jobs
and internships. It also gives
students a chance to meet other
business students, and to speak
with faculty and administrators
outside of a classroom setting.
Roughly two hundred students
and alumni ended up attending
the event.
The first BSBA Alumni/Student
Networking Event went well as
Myra Lerman, Assistant Dean
of Undergraduate Programs at
the Sawyer School of Business,




Aracelis Acosta and Amanda
Tirado participate in a skit
about a stereotypical hispanic
family
The art of flamenco dancing
is displayed to the audience
by this elaborately dressed
dancer during the evenings
showcase
Marvin Balan, Amanda Tirado,
Taylor Tarraza and Sonia
Segura talk at the family table
during a skit
Jane Nobles, one of the hosts
of the Nuestra Cultura show,
takes the stage and informs




Alexandra Ramos livens up
the stage with her impression
of a song by famous musician
Luis Migel
//
Fena Fenelon and other
SUHA members take a photo
opportunity in the audience
during the intermission of the
show.
The leading members of
SUHA take a final bow at the
Nuestra Cultura show .
Each fall semester The Suffolk
University Hispanic Association
(SUHA) holds a showcase
portraying the hispanic culture,
its traditions and values. Nuestra
Cultura, meaning Our Culture,
is one of the biggest, most
memorable and outstanding
events that SUHA does.
Through Nuestra Cultura, the
hispanic association gives a
chance to Suffolk students to show
their talents and perform in the
show. Nuestra Cultura showcases
performances of singers, dancers,
musicians, speakers, poets and
actors. Nuestra Cultura also has
performances by other student
clubs.
The evening concluded with an
"after party" held in the Donahue
Cafe. This reception included a
Mariachi band and DJ, as well as
plenty of free hispanic food. The
very warming and fun environment,
and the way it is done, is very
alluding to the celebrations held in
hispanic culture. Through Nuestra
Cultura, students get to see what
Hispanic culture is about, our
beliefs, our pride, and how fun and
interesting "Nuestra Cultura" is.
Hind Habbach, Cash Khan,
Joanna Saint-Louis, Bernice
Lubin and Amanda Tirado
pose for a photo prior to the
beginning of the Soul Food
Luncheon
Eladia Johnson takes a
moment at the conclusion
of the event to count the
proceeds that will be donated
to local soup kitchens
Callie Ear and Jennifer Ung
look on in anticipation as a
volunteer dishes them each a
plate of food
Amanda Tirado takes the
order of a hungry customer









Jane Noble and a fellow
Suffolk student travel down
the lunch line at Soul Food
Luncheon while being served
a plate
Christy Chan looks closely at
the plate of mashed potatoes
being served to her by the
Soul Food volunteer, Sabrina
Michel
Members of Suffolk Free
Radio ponder their choices
while in line for food at the
Soul Food Luncheon
Members of the Caribbean
Student Network and S.O.U.L.S.
once again teamed up for annual
Soul Food Luncheon. The event
was a Thanksgiving luncheon that
took place in November, which
coinsides with National Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness
Month. Taking place on the
fourth floor student lounge of the
Donahue Building, the Soul Food
Luncheon attracted memebers of
the entire Suffolk community
This year's luncheon consisted
of traditional Soul Food including
fried chicken, green veggies, rice
and beans, mac-n-cheese and
more. Members of the Caribbean
Student Network and of S.O.U.L.S.
volunteered to serve the meals to
the community. The goal of the
luncheon was for Suffolk faculty,
staff and students to enjoy some
traditional Soul Food and also to
give back to the community. This
event has brought people together
through the goodness of food. All
of the money and canned-food
donations were delivered to The





Flanders and Emily Holliman
serve Tanksgiving meals
A Student looks upon his
plate while having his mashed
potatoes topped off with gravy
by a member of Program
Council
Courtney Sprague, Crystal
Grant, Carlye Crosby and
Lauren Piontkoski await to
chow down themselves after a
hard day's work
Vice President Dennis joins
the feast and helps Bailing
Sun serve desserts to the near
capacity crowd
Lauren Piontkoski adds




Masa Abe and Sarah Krull pose
with a few scarecrows at the
entrance of the International
Thanksgiving event
A line of hungry Suffolk
students with full plates of
food can't believe the number
of food options that stand
infront of them
The International Thanksgiving
dinner took place on November
21st in the Donahue Cafeteria.
The Cafe was transformed into a
sweet smelling gathering space
that included Thanksgiving and
fall decorations.
Program Council (PC) and the
International Student Association
(ISA) collaborated on this annual
event to showcase the history of
of an American Thanksgiving and
share some of the traditional foods.
Hillel and Kosher food were also
provided as well as an assortment
of international deserts. The event
brought over 200 people together
from various backgrounds.
The evening kicked off with a
prayer from the Reverand Amy
Fisher and several faculty and
students who spoke about the
history of Thanksgiving. The
food lines were then opened
and Program Council members
served the capacity crowd while
ISA members helped dish out
the deserts to the hungry lines of
people.
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Taking a second for the
camera, this lively group of
young lady friends seem to
have really enjoyed the night
so far
Dressed in their best, Christina
Panagiotakos and Lauren
Bachner share a moment and
pose for the camera
Lovely ladies, Krista Florio,
Megan Costello and Lauren
Piontkoski, taking a photo-op
during the Holiday Ball
Jamison Pridgen, Ashley
Ciampa and Alice Fallon
enjoying a meal and a smile





The photographer catches a
beautiful shot of two students
embracing during a slow
dance
Lacey Perkins, Pat Kelly,
Jason Mancuson and others
take time out to pose for a
group photo during the early
part of the evening.
With their beautiful smiles,
Misty Gray and Tom Bliss
bedazzle the annual Holiday
Ball crowd
The Holiday Ball is an annual
event which is hosted by Program
Council. This extravagant event
marks the end of every fall
semester, a time in which Suffolk
students are ready for some time
to enjoy themselves. This year,
the ball was held at the Boston
Park Plaza on December 8th.
Amazingly, Program Council sold
exactly 250 tickets, which marks
the selling out of the event.
A good time was had by all. Aside
from the obvious formal attire,
friends and couples gathered at the
plaza, ready for what the night had
in store for them. Friends danced
to a variety of music and ate
delicious food which was carefully
prrepared into a buffet. The buffet
style dinner fed all of the guests.
The Buffet included various foods
such as salads, lemon chicken,
pasta and steak. Each table was
decorated with poinsettia center
pieces and gifts were provided for
for each guest. The DJs livened
up the crowd as people fuled with
the energy to dance all night with
all of their friends.
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Clarence Flanders and his
date Yvrantz Celestin take a
suprise photo-op during their
Holiday Ball
Sean Reilly holds up his plate A group of friends of the
to his date while she places Suffolk community give a
some of the delightful dishes toast to the successful nature
of that special night of the Holiday Ball
This group of girls take time out from the
festivities to get their picture taken outside
of the ballroom where the ball was held
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Lisa Cronin sings lead vocal
on "Aint No Other man" while
Brittany Wynne and the rest
of the Ramifications sing
backup
Corey Bencivenga and Jessica
Brewer of Dance Company
performing to "Midnight"
0^
Kyle Tavares, Amy Trefry,
Ryan Connolly and Brittany
Wynne of the Ramifications
soothe the crowd with "Joy to
the World"
Christina Watka, vocalist of
the Jazz Ensemble, moves






This year's Performing Arts Office
Concert warmed our hearts and
helped put us all in the Holiday
spirit. The evening was hosted
by members of Suffolk's award-
winning Improv Troupe, Seriously
Bent and featured performances
from the Dance Company,
the Ramifications, the Vocal
Ensemble, the Jazz Ensemble
and the full Seriously Bent troupe.
The Dance Company showed
off their renditions of "The
Entertainer" and "I'm Really Hot."
The Ramifications moved us all
with stunning performances of
"Joy to the World" and Christina
Aguilera's "Ain't No Other Man."
The Vocal Ensemble performed a
number of holiday classics, most
notably including "O' Holy Night".
Last but certainly not least, the
Jazz Ensemble closed out the
show with amazing performances
of "Ghana" and "Is That So",
sending the audience home with
classy, warm, soothing sounds not
soon forgotten.
Ethan Pease (saxophone) and
Molly MacKinnon (clarinet) of
the Suffolk Jazz Ensemble
Tina Bock, Corey Bencivenga,
Kristen Santara and Andrea
Griffin of the Dance Company
perform to "Summertime"
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Julia Gustafson and Tim
Enright of Seriously Bent
introducing the next act
Ramifications singers Amy
Trefry, Brittany Wynne and
Lisa Cronin sing "'One is the
Lonliest Number"
The Suffolk University Jazz
Ensembe once again takes the
stage joined by Brent Irvine on
the trumpet
Kate Stanley of the Dance




The SU Vocal Ensemble
consisting ofSusannah Goldes,
Katie Regensburger and others
sing "O Holy Night"
4
Seriously Bent's seniors, Tim
Enright and Tony Passafiume
perform an improv scene
Angela Bonnici and Haley
McLane grace the stage
during a performance by the
Dance Company to the song
"The Entertainer"
Vocal Ensemble members
entertain the crowd at the
C. Walsh Theatre with their




for his next performance





(far right) JT Vo and Janet
Law strike a pose during the
VSA Farenheit fashion show
Two members of the fashion
exhibit catch the audience's
attention with their striking
poses
show, a group photo was
taken consisting of Jeff Tham,
Lisa Nguyen, Thao Bui, Quan
Vu, and other members of the
fashion show
Modeling a fashionable
Vietnamese outfit, this member





Jessica Van and Christy Tran
are seen here performing a
traditional Vietnamese dance
Bringing American Reality TV show to Vietnam, Nam (also seen
fishing on the left), Martin, Seisuke, and Bipin are learning how
to fish to survive on the Real World: Vietnam
The Vietnamese Student
Association's annual show, VSA
Farenheit, is held every March
displaying various acts on the
Vietnamese culture. These
traditional acts are performed by
the members of VSA. All semester
long, members have dedicated
their time and efforts to provide
the Suffolk Community, friends,
family members, and supporters
with a glimpse of the Vietnamese
culture.
The members created a back drop
for the show which depicts a beach
scene in Vietnam, consisting of
a life-like palm tree, a river and
a Vietnamese style boat. The
audience members sure felt the
warmth of Vietnam's weather in the
C Walsh Theatre where that night's
performances were amazing. The
performances included a variety
of different Vietnamese oriented
acts. With the acts ranging from
traditional to more modern styles,
they captured all the perspectives
of the Vietnamese culture as









represented the college by
incorporating modern Reggae
dances with a blend of African
traditions
Host Louis Ramey was keeping
the audience entertained with
a couple of jokes as the show
progressed
Audience participants take
time during intermission to
pose for the camera
Apollo Night Show opener,
Anofha sang an original
ballad, "Make You Mine" to





Bringing the spirit of
contemporary gospel to
Suffolk, sisters Jamie and
Junith Michel sing Yolanda
Adams "Victory"
Brockton High Step Team
showed Suffolk how young
teenagers engage in African
traditions through step and
chants
Black Student Union Appollo
Night is a talent Show performed
by Suffolk University's BSU. The
show consisted of a mixture of
different types of acts including
singing, dancing, rapping and step
dancing.
The show brought together many
people. Suffolk University students
as well as outside performers from
Brockton High School and other
schools competed for the grand
cash prize. The cash prize made
the competition fierce.
Louis Ramey who is also the host
of Nick at Night's Road Crew
hosted this year's show. Because
of his humorous nature, Louis
Ramey also made numerous
appearances on Comedy Central's
stand up comedy specials.
Appollo Night presented the
African culture through the arts of
song and dance. This event was
BSU's first successful production
of a talent show and because of the
exceptional success throughout







Jennifer Ung sings "Stranger
in My House" for a solo
performance which captured
the hearts of the crowd
Tony Hui. '08 serenades Shocking the audience,
the crowd with his solo Jameson Yee demonstrates
performance the Korean martial art of
AMOK, knife-fighting
The Asian American Association
presents "Glimpse of Asia" is
an annual production, which
showcases many talents of its
members. Each year, a different
theme is tagged onto the show and
this year's theme of "Reflection"
was derived from the ideas of its
members.
This year's event showcased
some of AAA's past performances.
Putting together this show was
exciting because of the variety of
talents. Many of the interests of
people providing for the Asian
culture are depicted during this
show. The yearly show consists of
singing, acting, dancing and even
martial arts. The Asian culture, as
well as any other culture carries its
own stereotypes and expectations.
During the show, the performers
depicted Asians as being smart
and nerdy. Other acts also
showed many different traditional
aspects of the Asian culture,
which are very important to the
people including, martial arts, lion
dancing and a Vietnamese kimono
dance. Glimpse of Asia has indeed
provided its viewers with a glimpse
of the Asian culture.
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Suffolk University's Vocal Ensemble (top) and the Ramifications
(right) give outstanding performances showing participants





Students enjoy free pastries
and coffee cup give-aways
from Au Bon Pain
Suffolk's lovable RAM mascot
- Hiram made an appearance
and called out raffle winners
at the fair
Members of the Suffolk
University Business Clubs
and Organizations were at the
WIF to recruit more members
Suffolk's first ever Winter
Involvement Fair (WIF) took
place in the Regan Gymnasium
Thursday, January 25th from
12:30pm - 2:30pm. Over 40 of
Suffolk's Clubs and Organizations
as well as Departments and Offices
were present to answer questions
and highlight upcoming events.
Different organizations also
introduced new Suffolk students
to their clubs, highlighting was for
students to get involved.
The Winter Involvement Fair also
featured performances from: The
Ramifications, Suffolk University
Step Team, Suffolk University
Dance Troupe, Suffolk University
Vocal Ensemble and live music
from Suffolk Free Radio. Free
Food and coupons from local
vendors such as Cafe Quattro,
Nino's Pizza, Viva La Burritos, and
Au Bon Pain also helped to draw
in the large crowd. The fair allowed
students to meet classmates
through similar interests within
clubs and organizations. In the
end, the Winter Involvement Fair
helped welcome new students to
the University an welcome back




Fena Fenalon smiles and
poses infront of the Eiffel
Tower stage set as she and
the male model strut their way
down the catwalk
Chanta Toeum and Amanda
Pirado laugh and enjoy
themselves during their
presentation
Dressed in white, Princess
Santiago and Tomas Cepedo
face one another while showing
off their dress and white suit to
the roaring audience
Matthew Hall and Michelle
Quinones stand on stage at the
end of the CSN Fashionshow




Jasmine Artiz sports a black
and white designer outfit while
Francisco Pequero appears in
a black suit during the first half
of the show
Jane Noble and Sandra Crespo
take a moment to pose and
allow their photo to be taken
by members of the audience
Sully Martinez walks down the
Paris themed catwalk where
she amazed the audience with
her enthusiasm and energy
This year's 19th annual Caribbean
Student Network Fashion Show
was held on March 24th, 2007 at
the C Walsh Theater. This years
fashion show showcased fashions
from all over the world. Most of the
garments were those specific to
the Caribbean islands, Asia, India,
Africa, Spain, Native American,
Latin America and even the Middle
East. The theme of this year's
show was called BELLE Fashion
which stands for breathe, eat, live,
love and enjoy. For those who
attended the show, this acronym
fit their experience. The show
contained various different acts
including Formal, Black and White,
Carabana, Bad Girl, International
and Carnival. The show's intention
wasn't merely for entertainment.
Rather, it focused on building
a bridge between the different
cultures through the display of
their similarities. The designs for
the show were the works of David's
bridal, Andy Jacques, ill wear,
Donna Byrd, and others. There
were also a few performances
Through the help of the E-Board
and dedicated members of the
Caribbean Student Network, this




Sawyer and Suffolk students
converse over dinner while
sharing their service day
experience with one another
S.O.U.L.S. members Kayla
Lathrop, Jon Paton and
Chanta Toeum thank those
who have volunteered their
time to help others
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\ Service Day Dinner
Sarah Noreiga sits at the
annual celebration dinner after
a successful day of volunteer
work
Katie Sweeney, Jennifer
Barrington, Norm Eng, Juan
Jimenez, and Nina Leuzzi
hold up the winning numbers
Nina Leuzzi and Liz Tenaglia
listen to the evening's
speeches delivered during the
celebration
On April 13th, 2007 S.O.U.L.S.
Community Service and Service
Learning Center celebrated its
10th annual Service Day. Service
Day is a time when students,
faculty and staff come together
to volunteer on a non-profit
organization in the Boston area.
Volunteers dedicate two hours of
their time at various sites which
include Bird Street Community
Center, Animal Rescue League,
Prison Book Project, Suffolk Troop
Drive as well as many others. This
year we also hosted a 5K run to
benefit Best Buddies International.
Overall, the number of participants
was extraordinary! We had over
200 volunteers!
The day concluded with the Service
Celebration Dinner at the Holiday
Inn Select where we celebrated our
2006-2007 year of volunteerism
and leadership in S.O.U.L.S. All
Service Day participants and
Community Partners were invited
to attend these festivities.
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Professor Quinten Miller and
Professor Fred Marchant
announce the events of the
night which including readings
from the magazine as well as
a small feasting
Jill Garzik '06 gives a short
speech about the success of
Venture and thanks all those
who have contributed to the
magazine
Lacey Perkins, Professor
Marchant and fellow Suffolk
Alumni pose for a photograph
at the Omni Parker House
Khemara Kang, the evenings
emcee, thanks everyone
for all their hard work and






Kaitlin Buckley reads various
poems and selections to
the audience from the 40th
anniversary edition of Venture
Literary Magazine
The importance of the 40th
anniversary ofVenture magazine
is discussed through audience
participation and readings.
Lacey Perkins receives a
bouquet of flowers for all her
hard work as Editor in Chief of
Venture
Venture Literary magazine is an
annual magazine put together
by Suffolk students to present
the writings and arts of Suffolk
students. The 40th Anniversary
of Venture Literary/Arts magazine
was held on April 17, 2007 at the
Omni Parker House. It also marked
the launch of the 40th edition of
the magazine. This event was to
thank all those who have worked
on Venture Magazine in the
2006-2007 school year. Several
contributors to the 2007 edition
were present to give readings from
this year's special edition. The
evening featured former editor-in-
chief, Jill Garzik (Editor-in-Chief,
2005), as well as Michael Buccell,
who was editor-in-chief from 1992
to 1993. They spoke about their
experiences as editors of the
magazine during their respective
years. Other alumni in attendance
also included Patrick Bendetti
and Venture's first editor-in-chief,
Greg Wayland, who brought the
first edition of the magazine to the
event. Venture Literary magazine
has put together la creme de la
creme of the works of Suffolk
students and has combined them




Greg Mathias, PC General
Member and the future
Secretary, preparing cotton
candy for fellow students
Courtney Sprague, Program
Council's Centennial Chair
and enjoys a bit of cotton
candy during the fair
Kevin Du and Julie Kennedy,
Suffolk Free Radio DJs, take
requests from students
Julia Frost and Fun Lau, from
Women in Business, promoting
their closing banquet "Dancing




Crystal Grant and Masa Abe
from the Japanese Student





Association hosting a ring
toss game; winners won AAA
t-shirts with the group's new
splashy logo
The highly anticipated Temple
Street Fair, which usually takes
place on Temple Street, took
place in the Ridgeway Gym on
April 19th because of the forecast
for rain. Members of the Suffolk
community remained great sports
despite the less than ideal location.
Over 40 clubs and organization in
addition to campus departments
were there to showcase their
accomplishments throughout the
year and reconnect with others
before the year ended.
The Temple Street Fair served
as a time of relaxation for Suffolk
students who are ready to wrap up
the spring semester. Participants
at the fair enjoyed hot dogs and
hamburgers as well as cotton
candy and popcorn. Caricature
artist, henna tattoo artists and
psychics were on hand to entertain
the crowd. While Program Council
members treated everyone to
cotton candy, Suffolk Free Radio
rocked the gym with requests
from students. Despite the lack
of sun, all those who attended
the Temple Street Fair enjoyed
the atmosphere with friends and
fellow classmates.
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Cladwell B. Cladwell (Brian
Liberge) and Senator Fipp
(Tony Ortiz) in the corporate
headquarters of the Urine
Good Company
Little Sally (Kelly Dooley)
counting her coins. "Just a
few pennies more!"
The Rebel poor stand up
to authorities as they seize
Amenity #9
Poor urchin (Tina Bock & Little
Sally (Kelly Dooley)) huddle in
the Amenity at the start of the
revolution.
Urinetown
Bobby Strong (Peter DiMauro)
learns how to "Listen to Your
Heart" from Hope Cladwell
(Samantha Hartlen).
Old Man Strong is seized by
Office Barrel for breaking the
Public Health Code as the
poor urchins (Tony Hui & Brain
LeFort) watch.
The Pioneer Performance Series
celebrated its sixth year with a
production of Urinetown, The
Musical.
Urinetown was originally
staged at the New York International
Fringe Festival in 1999. It went on to
win three Tony Awards in 2002: Best
Original Score, Best Director and
Best Book for a Musical.
The play is a satirical
comedy musical which pokes fun at
corporate management and culture,
law enforcement, government,
bureaucracy, idealism, romance,
musical theater, itself, and anything
else it can get its hands on. It is, at
the same time, filled with catchy
tunes, lovable characters and witty
dialogue. It achieves the best parody
can aspire to- to simultaneously
mock and exemplify the best in an art
form.
Directed by Performing Arts
Office director Kristin Baker and
choreographed by Suffolk CAS
alum Jamie Montesano ('01); the
show featured the work of 25 Suffolk
student cast and crew members.
Performing for three nights (April 19,
20 & 21 ) to capacity crowds in the C.




Julia Frost, Holly-Ann Paiva
and other successful members
of the WIB club present




all the young women of the
Women In Business club
Dancing on the
Glass Ceiling
Max Koskoff and Sarah Krull
smile for the camera prior
to the beginning of the WIB
event
The event included guest
speakers Phyllis Godwin,
Monica Costand Kristen Kuliga
from various businesses in
Boston and beyond
Masatada Abe and Cordelia
Pisacane take a moment for
a photo-op before proceeding
to the banquet
"Women In Business, a student run
organization, held its final event
of the 2006-2007 academic year,
'Dancing on the Glass Ceiling. 'The
goal of the event was to highlight 3
women who have broken through
the glass ceiling in their typically
male-dominated fields/industries
and who have achieved great
success. The 3 women were the
panelists for the evening and
included, Phyllis Godwin, Monica
Cost and Kristen Kuliga. The
event was moderated by Suffolk
University's Academic Provost,
Patricia Maguire Meservey,
who seamlessly led an inspiring
and encouraging conversation
between the panelists and the
audience. With over 90 attendees.
A lovely dinner accompanied the
panel conversation followed by live
jazz music, performed by The jack
Volpe Project, dessert, coffee and
dancing. We have set the bar for
ourselves and plan to have another
wonderful final event next spring.
The success of the event certainly
proved that we are achieving our
goal as an organization, which is
"To educate and inspire women to
define and achieve their goals in
the business world and beyond."
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Kris Kinevil gets a hand (or
two) from an eager audience
member at October's Drag
Show, co-sponsored by
Rainbow Alliance and the
Performing Arts Office
December's Open Mic night
brought out the many talents
of singers and musicians
Jeremy Shepard, Carlye
Crosby, Lauren Piontoski and
Megan Costello enjoying the
Suffolk Idol Karaoke night
An acoustic jam session





Jen "Shooby" Bagley and Max
Koskoff bring down the house
at September's Suffolk Idol
Karaoke night
The Suffolk Ramifications
take the stage as the featured
performers in November's
Evening of A Cappella
Fall 2006 brewed up some
memorable coffee houses here at
Suffolk University. Hosted by the
Performing Arts Office each month,
a transformed Donahue Cafeteria
sawthe likes of such themed coffee
houses as: Suffolk Idol, The Drag
Show, The Ramifications, and an
Open Mic Night.
The first coffee house, held in
September, was Suffolk Idol co-
sponsored by Program Council. It
was a night of karaoke and song
where students found a chance to
show off their vocal skills.
October was the always
unpredictable Drag Show co-
sponsored by the Rainbow
Alliance. It has a reputation as
being one of the most popular
coffee houses at Suffolk.
The Ramifications headlined
the coffee house in November;
The evening was chock full of
a cappella with performances
by guest groups from Emerson
College and Northeastern
University.
The Open Mic Night, held
in December, gave students a
chance to express themselves
through song and poetry during
the final fall Coffee House series.
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Dean Greenberg and Provost
Meservey presented the
students with their certificates
and plaques
President Sargent poses with
an award recipient in front of
the Tremont Temple before
heading to the Omni Parker
house for the reception
Jonathan Darden accepts his Professor Sarginian and Dean
plaque from Dean Greenberg Mclnness pose with a student
during the evening's award while Dean Stoll calls out the
ceremony next name in the background
Recognition Day
Lephan Tieu makes her way to
the entrance table to check in
before the celebration starts
ProfessorSarginian poseswith
a group of award recipients
who were recognized that
night




The annual recognition day
program was held on April 24th
recognizing hundreds of academic
award winners, honor society
inductees, Who's Who members
and student organization leaders
for their participation and
achievement over the past year.
With over 600 students recognized
annually, it's Suffolk's way of
celebrating success both inside
and outside the classroom. With
opening remarks from President
David Sargent, it was an event
that students could remember as
part of their Suffolk experience for
a long time.
This ceremony is held to honor
undergraduate students who have
shown outstanding scholastic
achievements and those who
displayed a monumental interest
and contribution to co-curricular
groups and organizations within
the university.
After the ceremony, light
refreshments were served in the
rooftop ballroom of the Omni
Parker House Hotel.

Students felt honored by how
much support and recognition
they were given during their
time at Suffolk
After the ceremony, Drew Dean Mclnness, Provost
Allison, Dean Greenberg and Meservey, Dean Stoll, Dean
Professor Fried take a moment Greenberg and President
to have their picture taken Sargent await their turn at the
podium
At the beginning of the Glowing in their radiating
festivities, this group of Suffolk dresses, Katiuska Cruz and
students gather at their table Michelle Mandino light up the
for a photo night with their smiles
Spring Ball
The Ball hosted couples as
well as groups of friends such
as these two young ladies who




The scrumptious buffet which
included salads, chicken and
pasta had students visiting the
tables over and over again
The ballroom served as a
place for dancing, eating and
capturing a special moment
on film
This year's highly anticipated
Spring Ball was hosted at the
Sheraton Boston Hotel on Friday,
April 27th. Attendance at this
traditional event reached a record
high of 380 with over 100 more
students attending the event than
the year's past.
This was a tremendous
accomplishment by Program
Council who have repeatedly sold
out the past 3 balls. Guests were
greeted by all PC members. They
then went on to enjoy their hors
d'eurves as the Suffolk University's
Jazz Ensemble played in the
background.
As always, attendees indulged
in a delicious dinner buffet with
Italian, Asian, Latino and American
influence and danced the night
away with a wide selection of
music from Groove Boston
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Courtney Sprague and Megan
Costello help themselves to
some refreshments
As more and more people
arrived, friends got together
for more photos
With the extravagant table
settings, the atmosphere at
the ball was enough to put a
smile on everyone's face
Agroup ofclose acquaintances











Women's Soccer Goes Varsity
Suffolk University Athletic Director Jim Nelson an-
nounced the inaugural season for women's varsity soc-
cer. After two seasons of club soccer, the Rams will
compete as a varsity soccer team in Division III athletics
in the fall of 2007.
Suffolk's club soccer team was coached by Ernst
Cleophat, a former Suffolk men's soccer student athlete











































Golf Assoc. Tourn. 1st Round
T40th, 350










Back Row: Nick Papadopoulos (coach),
Scott Panzano, Wei Huang, Bernhard
Lotterer, Clayton Plumer, Marco Panza,
Masaki Sekine, Dan Pereira, Kevin Rog-
ers, Aleksandr Levitin, Levent Turkman,





















Back Row: Michelle Quinones (New Brit-
ain, CT), Shannon Cornelissen (Alton,
NH), Kristen Conrad (Hanover, MA),
Sarah Titcomb (Killingsworth, CT), Alycia
Brain (Hanson, MA), Noel Moran (Acush-
net, MA)
Front Row: Heather Cox (Feeding Hills,
MA), Kristina Belanger (New Britain,
CT), Amy Todisco (Cheshire, CT), Kelsey
Armstrong-Hann (Corvallis, OR), Aman-




Blaise Belfiore, Joe Drago, Nick Davis,
Scott Zanolli, John Delaney, Sam Kes-
sler, Ryan Collins, Dan Pencinger, John
Rocchio, Mike Mondello, Bill Galvin, Dan
Conklin, Dave Vanderberg, Trevor Moss,
Andrew Redvanly, Jim Mellon, Mike
Squillaciotti, Chris Galvin, Bryan Myers,
Carl Ellis, Brian Collins, Mitch Sabo, Tim
Recio, Josh Barboza, Kyle Taylor, Sean
Bertoni, Mark Grignon, Bill Gilbert, Brian





Shayne Monsegue - Brockton, MA
Alan Jaziri - Norwich, CT
Brad Schoonmaker - Southington, CT
Jimmy Granara - Medford, MA
Doug Bouvier - Reading, MA
Mike Lindberg -Attleboro, MA
Kevin Blake - Milford, CT
Brian Small - Stoughton, MA
John Murphy - North Reading, MA
Chris MacDonald - Brewster, MA
Tim Meho - Burlington, MA
Patrick Taylor - Wilmington, MA




Back Row: Coach Ed Leyden, Athletic
Trainer Jeff Stone, Amanda Brown, Emily
Duquette, Katlyn Klecha, Carly Johnson,
Gillian Brignac, Stephanie Zito, Stepha-
nie Morrissey, Laura Thompson, Asst.
Coach LaToya Thomas, Asst. Coach
Caitlin O'Loughlin
Front Row: Sarah Gregory (Tri-Captain),
Lauren Burns (Tri-Captain), Jenn Fogg
(Tri-Captain), Kerri Higgins, Meghan
Tracey
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Cary McConnell (Head Coach),
Mark Annese , Jake Bruce, Kevin
Silva, Mike Carbone, Jordan Gun-
zy, Evan Fantaroni, Chris Barber,
Anthony lacopucci, Greg DiMarco,
Chris Desautel, Peter Palo, Nick
Chioffi, Mark Pinnetti, Matt Shana-
han, Reid Jackson, Jeison King,
Robert Barrett, Tom Kelly, Dan
Delia, Steve Durant, Joe Roberto,
Bill Smeglin, Josh Pickering, Dan
Angelillo, Cody Moskovitz, Tim
Doyle, Marc Exarhopoulos, Nick





Front Row: Jenna Mourey, Rachel
Misuraca, Kellie Hurlock, Valerie
Liberatore, Marie Trainor, Kay-
leigh Champigny
Back Row: Kelly Michaels, Keri
Lemasters, Rebecca Barnett,
Jackie Zwicker, Rebecca Schalit,
Ashley Gaboriault, Jess Ferreira,












continues a ioo-year tradition
ofexcellence that began with the
University'sfounding in 1906.
We wish you the best
as you chart life's course,
usingyour Suffolk education
as a guiding beacon.
And we lookforward to hearing
ofyour accomplishments





From the time you were very young we knew
you were destined to accomplish great deeds.
You have the qualities that others admire;
determination, ambition, righteousness,
and kindness all tied together with a quiet
confidence. Make the mountains move to
your rhythm, dance on. We're right beside
you - you make us proud.
We Love You,
Dad, Mom & Anthony
<2o the CentenniaCClass of 2007,
Sujfol^Vniversity's <Dean ofStudents






the world awaits you!
Love,




We're very proud of you! We know you wi
do well in future endeavors.
Love, Mom, Dad, & Mark
Alexis L. Cristo
We're very proud of all your
accomplishments. Congratulations
and remember... the future is yours!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Et Dudley
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Congratulations and Best Wishes
to the Class of 2007!
The Office of the Provost
Danielle M. DiRuzza
To Our Little Girl-
A budding artist at six
Who would have ever thought
How' wellyvu would do at art
Years have past so fast
And look atyou now at last
A beautiful and talentedwoman at twenty-one
Andyouryears ofschool finallydone
Mayyour future hold happiness and success
We are so proud ofyou
And wishyou the best ofluck
Good luck findingyourdreams
Someone will findyou ana putyou on their team
Go out ana grab life, give it a whirl
We knowyou can do it
Becauseyou'll always be our cute little girl
Love,
Mom, Dad, John, Papa, & Grandma
The Office of
Uedeir^ireduete AdhiiMssiioes
Wishes the Class of 2007/The Best




Best wishes from the




Another step in your
journey - we are so proud
of you.
"Oh, The Places You'll
Go!"
We all love you.
Mum, Dad, Kelly, Ryan and
Corrie
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Congratulations Class of 2007




It has been a pleasure working with
you! We wish you success and
happiness in your future endeavors!
Hats off to the Class of 2007
from the Vice President/Treasurer's Office.
Congratulations and best ofluck!
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2007
FROM
DEAN KENNETH S. GREENBERG
AND THE FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS
OF THE
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Jonathan Bartolotta
It seems like yesterday
you were graduating
from kindergarten, and
here you are graduating
from college. How far
you have come, how
far you will go, and
how proud we are of






Veronica, all the dreams we dreamed
you'd be are all the things you are.
Congratulations! We are so proud of you
and love you so much!









Congratulations! We are all so proud of
you. All your hard work paid off, way to
go Marissa.
Love,
Mom, Kim, Brittany, and Tim.
Florence Furaha
Congratulations darling. We are
all so proud of you. You have so
many dreams. I am confident
that you can reach all of them.






You nave made us so proud!
We Love You,
Mom and C)ad
May ha ppiness follow you through ali
the twists and turns of your life!
Anthony Guardia
Anthony,
It seems like only yesterday
that you were a little boy. You
have grown to be a confident
and independent young man
with a keen understanding of
who you are and what you
want to do. We have witnessed
your accomplishments
with admiration and pride.
Remember to keep faith and be
proud of your heritage. Wishing
you all the best life has to offer.
Love,













I am very proud of you.
You are a very mature
young lady. Since you
were a little girl, I knew
that you would succeed
in life and all your
dreams and goals would
be accomplished.
Kristen Wallerins
We are so proud of you!
"In light of knowledge attained,
the happy achievement seems
almost a matter of course, any
intelligent student can grasp it
without too much trouble. But
the years of anxious searching
in the dark, with the intense
longing their alterations of
confidence and exhaustion and
the final emergence into the
light - only those who have






Best of luck in all your
future endeavors.
Office of Retention Services





We wish you the
very best the
world can offer.






















Congratulazioni! Marbrouk on completing your Bachelors'
Degree! We are so proud of your accomplishments; these
few words do not adequately express how we feel. We
love you and are thrilled that you have achieved your
goal after four years of hard work and dedication. You
have become the son every parent wants: intelligent,
responsible, accomplished, and loving. As you go forth in
life, we send you our Best Wishes for continued success as
you start your career and meet new challenges.
















We are so proud of you and all
you've accomplished. Continue
to work hard and have fun and
success will always be with you.
Remember you can do anything
you set your mind to.
You are our sunshine,
Love,
Mom, Dad, Amanda, & Jay
Corey Bencivenga
Corey,
Since the day you were
born, you've always been
our shining star. From
the dancing little girl to
the accomplished young
woman you've become,
we've always been very
proud of you. No matter
what you do in life, we'll





We are so proud ofyou in what
you have accomplished in the last
four years. Wishing you all the
best in thefuture.
Much Love,




Office of Government &
Community Affairs









I wish to congratulate you
on everything that you have
done throughout your time
at the university. I am very
proud of you and that you
have finished your studies.
I wish the best of things for






to ou r students
Cara Ammendolia











W arre n Cormier
M ary C u rley
Kaitlin DeCilio
John Delaney








Fran k G arofalo
Christian Coor






























Michael, Gina, & Paul
Joseph E. Montalto
Congratulations Joe,









have the recipe for
success.
Mom. Dad. & Grace
James Vincent Keefe Jr.
(Congratulations jimmy!
VVe are ail so proud of you and
all that you have achieved.
Love,










Nancy, Jim and Kelly
Erica Goodwin
"Our Pride And Joy"
With Love from:
Mom, Patrick, Papa,




Words cannot convey howproud we are for all that
you accomplished.
Enjoy what is down the road for you and don't look
back. You're not going that way
Love,
Mom, Dad, Hillary, Gram, Grandpa, & Nana
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Jonathan Fernando Manrique
Este es uno de sus logros para alcanzar sus metas, Panselon.
Ferchito, te felicito por la culminacion de tu carrera que es un logro mas en tu
vida.
Su abuelito Arturo, mas familiares y amigos, te felicitan y desean exitos tu
profesion.
Lo que de pequeno era un sueno hoy se convierte en realidad... siempre amando
lo que haces, tratando de fundir pensamientos con la libertad necesaria para crecer.
Deseo que vivas tu mundo de suenos.
Me siento orgullosa y feliz de saber que has culminado una etapa tan importante
y llena de exitos. Nunca olvides que para mi es un honor haberte acompanado en el














































































































































































































































Lauren Clifford Hoanq Danq Potitsa Douzepis Stephen Foley
Mary Clifford Shana Dangelo Hyrije Doveno Brandon Fong
Dan Codreanu Ann Daniele Colleen Dowd Rebecca Font
Meaghan Coffey Jonathan Darden Caitlin Doyle Amanda Ford
Rachel Coit Kristen DaSilva Marissa Driscoll Keith Forlizzi
Mary Colvin Angelica Dasilva Sheng Du Jennifer Forry
Christine Comey Steven Daunais Suzanne Dube Robert Fortes
Lauren Conceicao Katherine Day Katie Dubicki Kevin Fortin
Juli Conklin Brendan Day Kim Duca Jessica Fothergill
Elizabeth Conley Chantarella De Blois Maura Dudley Lucia Fraile
Gary Connearney Pierre De Pierre de Thomas Dulong Adrienne Franceschi
Jonathan Connell Bernis Calvi Amanda Dulski Joanna Frangias
Ryan Connolly Molly Dean Heidi Dumais Adrienne Frazier
Timothy Connolly Pamela Deane Joseph Dunbar Wallace French
Megan Connor Lisa Deangelico Sean Dunn Gregory Friedman
Joseph Connor Michael Dearing Matthew Durgin Stephanie Frisch
Adrian Constantin Kaitlin DeCilio Lauren Dutton-Breen Kristina Frizzell
Michael Conte Charlotte DeFazio William Dwyer Jia-Lin Fu
Kelci Conti Christopher Defillippi Anthony Earley Kyle Fugere
Magnolia Contreras Jose Defreitas Nicole Early Matthew Fulp
Jessica Conway Kristen Degirolamo Lina Echeverry Florence Furaha
Alex Cooper Silvia DeGirolamo Derek Edmond Jamison Gagnier
Elizabeth Corcoran-Hunt Natalia Degtjarjova Lucia Edwards Jillian Gallagher
Darren Cormier Kevin Delaney Erica Edwards Meri Galstian
Warren Cormier Nicole Delp Jennifer Efron Racheal Galushkin
Natalia Cornejo Pamela Deluca Alexander Elias Carlos Galvez
Robert Correa Paul DeMarco Ashleigh Ellison Stephen Garabedian
Eric Correira Leanne DeMarco Rebecca Emanuel Patricia Garcia
Kyla Costa Heather Demick Polina Emilfarb Karen Gardner
Ann Coughlin Charudatta Deodas Nina Endrst Frank Garofalo
Patricia Counihan Gianni Depalma Timothy Enright Lisa Garrity
Matthew Courchene Lauren Desaulniers David Erickson Jennifer Gatta
Heather Cox Stephanie Desruisseau Jacqueline Eskanian Kimberly Gaziano
Lindsay Cranshaw Lillian DeVane Marc Exarhopoulos Jennifer Gee
Ariel Cretu Christopher Devlin Cristine Fanara Jason Gelmini
Kathleen Crissinger David DeWitt Daniel Faneuf Luca Gelsomini
Alexis Cristo Adelaida Dhima Katie Faro Catherine Gergos
Brynn Crockett Kamal Diaite Cassie Farris Melissa Gerry
James Cross Fadel Diallo Ryan Fattman Julie Gesner
Tammy Crowe Ndeye Fily Diallo Ashley Fausset Abel Ghanooni
Tracy Crowley Gia DiDonato Anne-Marie Fayle Pietro Giacalone
Emilio Cruz Basilio DiFlumeri Kevin Feeney James Giantonio
May Cu Elizabeth Dill Noah Feldman James Gillingham
Timothy Cummings Tan Dinh Brooke Ferguson Analia Giorgio
Leslie Cummings Tabbatha Dio Matthew Ferron Sarah Glassman
Jonathan Cunha Maria Dioguardo Jeanne Figueroa Robert Glenn
Edward Cunnally Khady Diouf Todd Finklestone Snir Golan
Mary Curley Danielle DiRuzza Elizabeth Finn Patricia Golden
Andrew Curley Rebecca DiZoglio Robert Finneran Justin Gomolka
Kyle Curran Colleen Doherty Colleen Finnerty Daiana Goncalves
Michael Cuscia Matthew Dolliver Andrew Fishbone Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Katie Czupryna Jana Dolnikova Kelly Fitzgerald Theodore Goodell
Elena DAgostino Colleen Donaghey Nico Flannery Jessica Goodick
Jennifer Dalto Kristin Donahue Noelio Flores Ricardo Goodridge
Vonaire Daly Suong Dong Sumner Flynn Erica Goodwin
Stephen DAmbrosio Latsamy Dongsavanh Alissa Fodor Ashley Gordon
Michael DAmico Mariya Donkova Jennifer Fogg Alice Goss











































































































































































































































Jeeyoung Lim Allen Mathurin Julianna Mongello Katherine Oppenheim
Mantas Lingertat Sarah Mattern Joseph Montalto Norm Orban
Brittany Linnekin Kimberly Matthews Emilie Montoni James Orlandi
Vicky Lirman John Mazaka James Moreau Mary Orlando
Ashley Lojko Robert Mazzucco Jason Moriarty Jonathan Orsini
Kathryn Lombardi Alimatou Mbaye Andrea Morin Aaron Orso
Scott Long Alioune Mbaye Kevin Morris David Ortendahl
Allison Looney Samuel McBee Brett Morrison Antonio Ortiz
Kristen Lopes Jonathan McCabe Cara Mottola Jasmine Ortiz
Elizabeth Lorusso Maureen McCarthy Eleni Moustakas Shane Orzechowski
Lillie Lucas Kevin McColgan Maria Muccio Janelle Osman
Emily Luce Nicole McCollum Besiana Muco Erin O'Sullivan
Sophie Luke-Hall Patrick McCue Danielle Mulcahy Kate Overlook
Megan Lybarger Adelle McDermott Pamela Muldowney Michael Owens
Timothy Lynch Catlin McGee Erin Mullaney Marisa Pace
Christine Lynch Michael Mcglynn Merima Muminovic Kimberly Pacheco
Shannon MacCormack Sharon McGrath Dona Murad Holly-Ann Paiva
Aaron Mace Amanda McGurrin John Murphy loana Pal
Jeffrey MacKay Colleen McGurty Margaret Murray Kaitlin Palaza
Daniel MacKinnon Colleen McHatton Tomaso Musini Mari Palian
Adil Madkouri Sarah McKenna Mu'Taz Nagamochi Matthew Palmer
Steven Magsam Laura McKinnon Anna Narinsky Treva Panajoti
Natasha Mahan Conor McLaughlin Sarah Nashat Derek Papazian
Megan Mahoney Tryan McMickens Scott Nathan Tiffany Parcell
Gary Mahoney Craig McNulty Sherese Neal Shonda Parham
Justin Mai Lauren McSharry Annabelle Nebel Bryan Parker
Vikram Maker Rachael Mead Jennifer Nelson Evangelos Pashos
Dheeraj Malik Cread Mefford Gregory Nemeth Kunjal Patel
Stacy Malkasian Nicole Mehegan Lilyana Nestorova Alagi Patel
Gina Mancini Dottie Melo Jason Neuwinger Chirag Patel
Dmitry Mangeym Amy Menangas Jennifer Newton Dhaval Patel
Michelle Mangini Rui Mendonca Thanaporn Ngamwongwan Nathan Patten
Courtney Mann Matthew Meredith Anthony Ngeera Kali Patterson
Deidre Manning Vanessa Merlo Huong Nguyen Debika Paul
Virginia Mannino Christopher Merritt Huan Nguyen Jason Peary
James Mannion Christopher Mezak Julie Nigro Christopher Pelusi
Jonathan Manrique Lindsay Miarmi Courtney Niinimaki Kim Peluso
Patricia Marascio Giancarlo Micozzi Masaaki Nishiyama Li Tzu Peng
Karen Marchand Robert Miller Valerie Noailles Rebecca Penque
Vincent Marchese Kristin Miller Gianna Norman Beatriz Perez
Alexis-Nicholas Jennifer Miller Naomi Nottingham Sean Perkins
Marcoux-Varvatsoulis Timothy Miller Kelly Nowak Rachael Perriello
Jennifer Marcus Miriam Miller-Owens John Nucci Adam Pescatore
Gisela Margotta Krisela Millios Andrew O'Brien Megan Petersen
Mark Mariani Svetla Mincheva Meaghan O'Brien Sean Peterson
Tijana Maric-Borovcanin Jenny Miranda Michael O'Connor Bryan Petit
Thomas Marini Christopher Mirski Victoria Ofir Christophe Petit
Kourtney Mark Courtney Mitchell Kazumi Ogawa Brian Petow
John Martin Justin Mitchell Kathleen O'Halloran Michael Petrarca
Barbara Martin John Mitchell Lauren O'Hare Hnin Phyu
Steve Martin Michael Mitry Bisola Okundaye Nicholas Picard
Kendelle Martin Narine Mkrtumian Marissa Oliver Jill Piccione
Heather Martin Ashish Moghe Elizabeth Olver Daniella Piccirilli
Michael Martinek Clarissa Molina Ethan O'Malley John Piccone
Roy Martinsen Alexis Molloy Meghan O'Malley Megan Pierce
Marcus Masciarelli William Monagle III Christina O'Neill Tiffanie Pierce
David Mastroianni Matthew Monahan Nikolaos Onoufriadis Jacquelyn Pike
Christine Mastromatteo Stacy Mondesir Gudrun Opitz Zabbir Pirani
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Benjamin Pittsley Kevin Rogers Jeremy Shepard Katie Sturgis
Anissa Pizzano Holly-Lynn Rogers Lee Sher Peter Stvczvnskii \-f i w i y t— y i i \j i\i
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Elaine Podulka Jason Ronca Olga Shirokaja Bradlpp Sudhavi
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Erica PoIIpvsi_ i i i 1 1 1 \s y ' Glaucia Rosas Nathan Shrader Kaitlvn Sullivan1 \CJ 1 LI V 1 1 \—J CJ M 1 V CJ 1 1
Alexander Pollock Robert Rosenthal Milen Shukadarov Kpvin Sullivan1 \ > i VIII U 1 1 1 V CJ 1 1
Stephen Pomeroy Jessica Ross Charlotte Siena Danipl Sullivan1—/ CJ 1 1 1 O 1 V_/ CJ 1 II V CJ 1 1
Monica Pontes Daniela Rouskova Rada Sigal Xin Sun/ \ 1 1 1 V_/ l_J 1 1
Vincent Poon Anne Roussel Melissa Silva Christopher Swain
Jessica Porter John Rowlett James Silva William Sweeny
Michael Potvin Krista Roy Kylie Silva Nicole Swiec
John Power Daniel Roy Rebeca Silva Edward Svkps
KpIIv Powprsi \ v-* 1 1 y i \j v v \_* i *j Beata Rozanski Anthony Silva Christnnhpr SvlvpstrpVh/ 1 1 1 10 IU 1 1 C/ 1 y 1 V UJ LI w
Arada Prachagrit Miriam Rubinstein William Silva Lauren Sylvia
Justin Prettyman Jenna Rud Kerry Silvia Mark Tackie
Andrea Previti James Ruggiero Cristina Siman Yoshikazu Tada
Carla Privitera Sarah Rumore Victoria Simonelli Diana Taddei
Michael Przygoda Christine Russo Ashley Simski Christina Taddei
William Puglisi Nathan Ryan Samuel Sinclair Potpr Talarico1 V~/ I I tJ 1 l_J I 1 vVJ
Margaret Pulliam Caitlin Ryan Anjali Singh Fatima Taleb
Marc Pulpi Jacqueline Ryan YudhishthirSingh Rao Robert Talevi
Emily Purcell Ahmad S Khalifa Supimol Sirisaksathaporn Jason Tamasco
Jorida Qafa Ravi Sabbilla Amanda Slack Stephanie Tamilio
Natalie Quinn Aya Sallat Joelle Slook Raymond Tan
Garrett Quinn Melanie Salome Michelle Small Christopher Tannas
Erin Quinn Carolina Samudio Jodie Smith Danielle Tappis
Michelines Quinones Melissa Santoro Daniel Smith Stefanie Tarantino
Sara Quiriconi Thomas Santos Nicholas Smith Miriya Tarbox
Lauren Quirk Aphrodite Sarafoglou Jefferson Smith James Tattan
Rachel Rado William Sarchioni Mariska Solodyna KudakwasheTawha
Supriyo Rakshit Robert Sarian Shelley Som Ashish Taxali
Sangeetha Ramdev Erik Savicke Shavanese Sommerville Arjun Tayi
Trishna Rana Yogita Sawal Astrid Soto Patrick Taylor Jr
Jennifer Ranney Jill Sawyer Wendi Sousa Alyse Tennermann
Jacqueline Rappoport Catherine Scannell Kent Southard Lindsay Terrasi
Adam Remillard Richard Scerbo Nadia Spada James Terrell
Jessica Renaud Jessie Schloss Dorota Spagnuolo Angela Thach
Alejandro Rendon Linda Schmidt Alba Spahiu John Theriault
John Rensink Allyson Schneider Margaret Spatcher Robert Thomas
Kristin Reynolds Brad Schoonmaker Tara SDellacv Lauren Thomas
David Reznikow Melanie Schrems Thomas Spencer Nancy Thomas
Mareana Ricci Erin Schrutt Shawn Spencer David Thornhill
Judy Richardson Daniel Schultz Justin Spencer Ankur Thukral
Ian Richardson Scott Schumachprvvy L 1 VI 1 \J 1 r 1 v/l 1 l Jonathan Spina Brian Tibbetts
Sven Richter Derek Schumann Stephanie Spindler Lephan Tieu
Erin RNpvl— I 1 1 1 1 \ 1 1 y Geoffrev Scott Courtney Sprague Elena Tigina
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Samantha Robbinsv_/ <_j i i i lj i i 1 1 i lj i \ \y i.j vj 1 1 i \j Cassandra Semenza Darren Stanwood Michelle Toland
Melissa Robbins Leanne Sewell Clifford Stevenson Daniel Toledano
Lauren Robinson Shilpi Shah Peter Stewart Sean Toner
Peter Robinson Umair Shams Kimberly Straub Greta Torres
Tracy Roche Tracy Shannon Steven Strezsak Edit Toth-Bonvie
Alyssa Rodrigo Bobbie Shay Nathan Strong Yoshinori Toyoshima
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Congratulations to the Class of 2007. We hope the 2007
Beacon Yearbook serves as a reminder of how special Suf-
folk University is to each of you. This year's edition of the
Beacon would not have been possible without the talent,
time and dedication of a group of small individuals. The
following were instrumental in ensuring the 2007 Beacon
Yearbook captured just a small glimpse of the faces, plac-
es and highlights of an historic year at Suffolk University.




Suffolk University Student Government Association
Brenda Laymance
Steve Forslund (Fine Point Photographic)
John Carrier (Herff Jones Yearbooks)
A special thank you to Fatima Litim and Gina Nardone.
Without these two dedicated women this Centennial Edi-
tion of the Beacon Yearbook never would have been possi-
ble. They worked day in and day out to ensure this year's
book was a special edition.
Best of luck,
(Jan
Dan McHugh
Director, Student Activities
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